Generation and measurement of complex laser pulse shapes in the SG-III laser facility
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The generation and measurement of complex ultraviolet laser pulse shapes is demonstrated in the SG-III laser facility. Relatively high contrast ratio of 300:1 required by the physics experiment is achieved and successfully measured. Two continuous main shots validate the reproduction and the stability of the pulse shape, which provide solid foundation for precise physics experiment and laser power balance.
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Laser driven inertial confinement fusion (ICF) research requires different types of laser temporal shapes and spatial distributions. Some of the temporal shapes are very complicated in order to produce sequential shock waves that compress the target pellet and confine the filled fuel. The precision of these temporal shapes is a key component in meeting the experimental goals so that the technique of generating a precisely shaped laser pulse is always a key issue in the field of high power laser systems for the ICF. There have been several huge laser drivers built or under construction around the world, such as the NIF in the U.S., the LMJ in France, and the SG-III laser facility in China. These laser drivers adopted similar techniques in the laser master oscillator room (MOR), also called the front-end system, to generate shaped laser pulses by using an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). It’s reported that, the NIF was capable of producing a shaped ultraviolet laser pulse with a contrast ratio of 150:1 in 2007, and this capability was upgraded leading to an increased contrast ratio of 275:1 in 2011. Such a tuning range of laser pulses provides flexibility for different requirements of physics experiments.

The SG-III laser facility is currently the largest laser driver for ICF research in China. It has 48 laser beams and is designed to deliver 180 kJ of ultraviolet laser energy onto the target in 3 ns. The SG-III laser facility is still under construction at present, and is expected to achieve its full output capability at the end of 2015. During its early stage of construction and adjustment, the most used temporal pulse shape is rectangular with a 3 ns pulse duration. With the progress of the construction and the physics experiment, it is more and more urgent to test SG-III’s capability of generating complex laser pulse shapes as well as to demonstrate the correctness of the technical pathways of the front-end system. There has been early work in generating shaped laser pulses in previous laser facilities, such as the SG-II laser facility and the SG-III prototype. In this Letter, we report the latest pulse shaping experiment results in the SG-III laser facility. The capability of generating and measuring complex pulse shapes demanded by physics experiments is demonstrated. At a limited ultraviolet laser energy level of about 1.9 kJ, the required 300:1 contrast ratio is achieved and successfully measured. By two continuous main shots, the reproduction of the pulse shape is validated, which is very important for providing a stable experiment condition and achieving power balance in the SG-III facility.

The front-end system in the SG-III facility is an all-fiber laser system. A cw laser generated by a distributed feedback (DFB) fiber laser is then modulated to a pulse chain by an electro-optics modulator that is driven by an AWG. One AWG shapes 16 pulse waveforms and, thus in total, three AWGs provide all 48 of the waveforms for the SG-III laser facility. Each of the SG-III’s 48 beam lines is capable of generating a unique temporal pulse shape, so it is very convenient to compensate for the laser amplification difference by adjusting the 48 waveforms separately. When generating a shaped laser pulse, for example a 3 ns square pulse, the AWG sums the output of 30 electric impulse generators, each having 150 ps pulse width and 100 ps temporal separation. By adjusting the amplitudes of these 30 electric Gaussian impulse generators to the same level, we can easily get a summation result of a square pulse. Other pulse shapes are generated in the same way by adjusting the impulse generators’ amplitudes. Figure 1 shows the schematics of how a shaped laser pulse is generated in the front-end system of the SG-III facility.

The laser pulse shape required by the physics experiment refers to the ultraviolet pulse shape after frequency conversion in the final optics assembly (FOA). Figure 2 explains the whole process for achieving the required laser pulse shape. Once the required ultraviolet pulse shape is set, it is first transferred to a corresponding fundamental pulse...
waveform. During this process, the frequency conversion efficiency of a unique beam line is predefined; i.e., the waveform transformation is decided by the frequency conversion curve\(^1\). Then this fundamental waveform is set as an objective waveform in the model simulation procedure, during which the code SG-99\(^2\) is used and its main parameters have been calibrated by experiments\(^3\). During this procedure, the objective waveform is initially set as an injected pulse shape, which is then propagated and amplified by the simulation code SG-99. Then we compare the output pulse shape with the objective one, and correspondingly adjust the initial input pulse shape\(^4\). This iterative shaping process keeps going until a defined convergence criterion has been satisfied. Figure 3(a) gives the objective ultraviolet pulse shape and the corresponding fundamental pulse shape, and Fig. 3(b) shows the simulation result of the required initial input pulse shape. This type of pulse shape is required by the physics experiment, which has a contrast ratio of 300:1. The relatively high contrast ratio has never been demonstrated in previous laser facilities in China. It is a challenge not only for the SG-III facility itself, but also for the pathways for future ICF laser technologies.

Experimentally, one beam line in the SG-III facility is chosen and the beam integrated diagnostic system (BIDS) is used to measure the ultraviolet pulse shape. Figure 4(a) schematically shows the whole experimental setups. A sampling mirror is inserted after the L4 lens and reflects

---

**Fig. 1.** Schematics of the front-end system of the SG-III facility where the shaped pulse is generated.

**Fig. 2.** Whole process of how the SG-III facility achieves the required tripled waveform.

**Fig. 3.** (a) Objective ultraviolet waveform and the corresponding fundamental waveform; and (b) the simulated initial input waveform in the injection laser system.

**Fig. 4.** (a) Schematic of the whole experimental setup; and (b) the measured intensity profile.
the laser to the BIDS instead of the target area. The BIDS contains a FOA that works in the same way as in the target area, and the fundamental and tripled lasers are sampled and measured separately. For a complex laser pulse with a contrast ratio of 300:1, it is hard to clearly measure the foot and the peak sections of the pulse in one signal channel simultaneously. So we divided the pulse shape signal from the photoelectric detector into two channels of the oscilloscope. The first channel is used to measure the whole temporal profile of the pulse, which can clearly exhibit the peak profile. However, the foot of the pulse is too low to be observed in this channel. So the other channel is tuned with a proper attenuation so that the foot section of the pulse can be observed. With this method, both the peak and the foot section of the laser pulse can be measured precisely.

Before the main shot, several preshots were made to ensure the injected energy and the pulse shape. Figure 4(b) shows the laser pulse in the preamplifier system. This shaped pulse was then injected into the main amplifier and amplified to several kJ. This fundamental pulse shape has a relatively low contrast ratio of about 20:1, as shown in Fig. 4(c). The contrast ratio will be magnified during the process of frequency tripling because the foot section experiences a lower frequency conversion efficiency while the peak is higher, which increases the contrast ratio obviously. NIF has reported a 17:1 fundamental contrast ratio that was then magnified to 150:1 after frequency tripling\textsuperscript{2}. Figure 4(d) gives the final ultraviolet pulse shape that will actually interact with the target. The result reveals the achieved 300:1 contrast ratio as well as it can be successfully measured. This is the first time we demonstrate that the laser facility is capable of generating an ultraviolet laser with such a relatively high pulse shape contrast ratio of about 300:1. This result also validates the technical pathways of our front-end system in high power laser facilities. In fact, we have further tested the capability of generating and measuring a complex laser pulse shape with a contrast ratio as high as 1000:1 at the same energy level in the subsequent experiments. Although the contrast ratio will decrease with energy increasing, due to the saturation effect, the experiment results still give us confidence that our front-end system can provide flexible tuning capability and the diagnostics system can clearly resolve the detailed pulse shape.

For routine operation, the facility must provide stable laser performance. So 4 h after the first main shot as shown in Fig. 4, the other main shot was made to validate the reproduction of the laser pulse shape. During these 4 h, no change was made to the laser facility. So the laser pulse we used is the same one as in Fig. 4, whose pulse duration is 9 ns. The result compared with the first main shot is shown in Fig. 5. The ultraviolet laser energy is 1903 J compared with 1913 J of the first shot, only 0.5% deviation. In the second main shot, the foot remains 1/300 the maximum of the peak, and the prepulse, the foot section, and the second pulse are near copies from those of the first shot. There is only a little difference in the peak of the laser pulse shape. This difference is most probably induced by the fluctuation of the front-end system, which leads to the FM-to-AM effect when the laser pulse propagates from the optics fiber system to the preamplifier system\textsuperscript{20}. Actually, a
closed-loop control technique has been planned to suppress the FM-to-AM effect automatically in the SG-III performance upgrade project. The pulse peak power in the experiment is about 0.9 TW, still below the designed maximum operation point of 1.25 TW per beam, while the experiment result reveals a good reproduction of the laser pulse shape and the energy. It is a solid foundation to provide a stable experimental condition and achieve laser power balance\cite{21,22}.

In conclusion, we demonstrate the SG-III’s capability of experimentally generating and measuring complex laser pulse shapes with a relatively high contrast ratio. With the calibrated simulation code SG-99 and the proper closed-loop pulse shape adjustment in the front-end system, a complex ultraviolet laser pulse shape with a contrast ratio of 300:1 is successfully generated, which meets well the requirements of the physics experiment. A two-channel multiplexing measurement method is used to obtain the pulse details of the foot and peak sections separately. The experimental results also validate the technical pathways of the front-end system for future high power laser facilities. With two continuous main shots, we reveal the facility’s stability in output energy and laser pulse shape, which provide a solid foundation for a precise physics experiment and laser power balance.
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